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A Model of Knowledge Acquisition
Learning Theory Epistemology Knowledge

This illustration depicts four quadrants of knowledge status to show how we move between ignorance,
anagnorisis, metacognition, and tacit knowledge. This is useful for illustrating the difficulties of Behaviorism,
which attempts to move directly from ignorance to tacit knowledge, and the importance and roles of reflection
and other learning activities.
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Human Knowledge and Formal Education
Education Knowledge Illustration

This series of images provides visualizations of the relationship between human knowledge and educational
attainment. It may be useful for explaining a variety of concepts, such as the purposes of PK-12, vocational
training, college degrees, etc.

Figure 1

Human Knowledge

Figure 2

High School Graduate
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Figure 3

Vocational Training
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Figure 4

College Undergraduate Degree
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Figure 5

College Graduate Degree
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